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An appraiser researches the use of the land and describes zoning characteristics when completing
an appraisal report.	
Properties I have appraised include within their site description for zoning a land use type that
requires special approval because of its characteristics. Although communities vary in naming this
concept, often it is referred to as planned unit development or cluster zoning.
A significant purpose of a planned unit residential development or a planned conservation
development is to allow residential development which encourages and promotes the permanent
protection of common land. This enables a community to develop its land in clusters and villages, in
harmony with New England rural tradition of integrating with the environment. 
A planned unit development is a type of land development in which buildings are clustered or set on
lots that are typically smaller than usual. Large, open, park-like areas and recreational facilities are
included within the developments. In exchange for the right to build on smaller lots, the developer
agrees to set aside some vacant land to be used by the community or a homeowners' association.
(Source: Appraising Residential Properties, fourth edition, Appraisal Institute)
Cluster zoning is a type of residential zoning designed to preserve open space by permitting houses
to be built in groups or clusters on less land than normally would be permitted under the zoning
ordinances. (Source: The Dictionary of Real Estate Appraisal, fourth edition, Appraisal Institute)
Three appraisals I completed approximately 25 miles west of Boston in Middlesex county were
located in subdivisions. They were identified as a detached single-family condominium unit and are
similar to my description of the property after an appraisal inspection. A condominium is a special
type of ownership where the owner holds ownership title to the unit and joint ownership of the
common areas. Each of these single-family condominium properties had an exclusive use area
(EUA). An EUA in this context has the same meaning as a lot which is a distinct piece of land. This
lot is the smaller portion of a subdivision identified in the general description. Common areas of land
vary depending on the development but typically include conservation land and open space with
passive recreation like hiking trails.
Three appraisals I completed 30 miles west of Boston in Middlesex county were located in
subdivisions. They were identified as a detached single-family unit and are similar to my description
of the property after an appraisal inspection. These units were built on smaller lots than normally
would be permitted under their community's zoning by-laws. These single-family properties like most
are owned in fee simple. The owner of a fee simple title possesses complete rights of the property.
In addition these homeowners have a joint ownership in the common land which varies according to
the development but typically includes conservation land and open space with passive recreation
like hiking trails.
The six residential properties I appraised above were similar in that they were part of a subdivision



plan allowed to be developed according to an approved zoning option. Owners are responsible for
the common land areas unless they have been accepted by the community such as roads and open
space. A homeowner's association is established to maintain efficiency and to pay for certain costs
in the subdivision.
When establishing zoning ordinances or by-laws, a community follows Mass. General Laws (MGL)
Chapter 40A Section 9 on zoning and special permits. There are further procedural requirements
and restrictions for subdivisions in MGL 41. Although an appraiser most likely reviews and notes
these and other documents in an appraisal, it is beyond the scope of this article. 
Special thanks to Kristen Alexander, a planner from Acton, for her understanding on this topic.
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